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1. Scripture Hop – Follow instructions on page 3 below for a scripture hop for D&C 64:34. Sit by a picture of Christ
and discuss what this scripture means and in what ways we can give our hearts and minds to the Lord.
2. The Lord Loves and Forgives Us – Remind them of how much Heavenly Father and Jesus love each of us. Are we
always perfect? (No) Does the Lord love us and forgive us anyway? (Yes. D&C 64:2-4). Even when we make
mistakes, the Lord loves us! How does it feel to know that the Lord loves us and is willing to forgive us? We just
need to continue to do our best to give Him our hearts and minds.
• Story: Read “Jesus Forgave” from The Friend.
3. Pockets Full of Rocks – Read D&C 64: 10 and have them listen carefully to hear who we are supposed to forgive
(all men). What does it mean to forgive people? Share examples from our lives of forgiving others.
• Poem: Read “Pockets Full of Rocks” poem from The Friend (on pages 4-5 below). Talk about what the
guy in the story learned.
• This “Pebble of Forgiveness” story from The Friend also goes along with this concept perfectly.
• Rocks/Heavy Items: Fill either their pockets/shoes with rocks and pebbles or a bag/backpack with heavy
items, such as rocks, big books, cans of food, etc. Explain that these items represent being mad at others
for things they’ve done to us (a sibling stole your toy, a friend said something hurtful, etc.). Try to walk
around with the items and talk about how difficult/uncomfortable it is.
• Help them see that forgiveness is more for our own benefit than others. I love this paragraph from The
Friend:
➢Forgiving others is hard sometimes, and it might not make you feel better right away. Forgiving
someone doesn’t mean that what he or she did is OK, and it won’t always make the problem go
away. So why should we forgive? One reason is that Heavenly Father forgives us and has asked
us to forgive others (see Matthew 6:12). It also helps us feel less upset and more peaceful.
➢If needed, also clarify that forgiveness is not the same as trust. The church website says: “Once
you forgive someone, it may still take a long time for you to trust them again. That’s okay. For
example, you could forgive someone who stole from you, but that doesn’t mean you leave the
door unlocked. Likewise, someone who has been in an abusive relationship can forgive the
abuser without entering into that relationship again. We should forgive everyone. But use
wisdom in deciding to trust someone again.” (full article here)
• Note: The manual reminds us: “Clarify that forgiving does not mean allowing people to hurt us; they
should always tell a trusted adult if someone hurts them.”
4. Forgiveness is Sweet Activity – The peace we feel when we forgive others is a good, sweet feeling. We wanted to
do something that helped emphasize that we ourselves are blessed and happier when we forgive others. For this
activity, we will be swapping out our rocks/heavy items for pieces of candy as we learn about and practice tips
on how we can forgive others. This should help them visualize and feel the difference between the weight of

staying angry at others/not forgiving them and the sweetness we feel when we’re able to forgive them. Letting
go of the anger we have toward someone (dropping heavy items/rocks) makes it possible for us to get new
blessings of peace and happiness (represented by the candy).
• Note: There are two game versions on pages 6-10 below to choose from, depending on what you think
would be most beneficial to your kids. Full directions for both games are given on pages 6-10 below. The
first “Candy Hunt” version is more of a quicker discussion format. The second version
(“Drawing/Cakewalk”) takes a little longer and involves kids drawing pictures of each tip and playing
music while doing a “cakewalk” style game to practice them. Choose whichever version you think your
•

kids would do best with.
These games will help kids learn tips on how we can forgive others. These tips come directly from The
Friend.

5. Singing Time Video – Watch this singing time video to practice learning/singing the “Help Me, Dear Father” song.
6. Friend Stories – Read more stories about forgiveness from these stories in The Friend. Testify of the peace and
happiness we feel when we forgive others.
7. Cake Decorating – Choose whatever sweet things you want to decorate a cake with (sprinkles, M&M’s, other
small candies, etc.). Review how our lives are happier and sweeter when we forgive others.

Additional Coloring Pages: Pages 11-13 have additional “Forgiveness is Sweet” coloring pages that can be used however
is useful to you. You can color them how they are, add candies onto them while sharing examples of forgiving others, or
whatever other creative ideas you can come up with.

More Great Free Ideas at www.theredcrystal.org
Stories about Forgiveness in The Friend
Forgiveness Baking Soda and Vinegar Object Lesson
“The Angry Bee” YouTube video
“How Can I Forgive Others?”

Scripture Hop
(D&C 64:34)
Cut apart the following strips and spread them out far enough in a room so that the kids will need to hop from one strip to another. Make sure to
keep them in the correct order. Have them stand by the first one and help them say the top line out loud. Explain what it means. Then have them
jump to the next one and do the same thing until they’ve jumped on each of them, said them out loud, and discussed them one at a time. Then
have them start back at the beginning and practice saying the phrases from this verse in order while hopping from strip to strip again. Try going a
little faster each time. Repeat as many times as wanted/needed. These can also be used as flash cards, taped onto the wall to practice throughout
the week, etc.

Behold,
The Lord
Requireth
(wants us to give Him)

The Heart
And a Willing Mind.
Note: The whole verse says, “Behold, the Lord requireth the heart and a willing mind; and the willing
and obedient shall eat the good of the land of Zion in these last days.”

From The Friend

From The Friend

Forgiveness is Sweet
Quick Candy Hunt Version: Cut these rectangles apart and hide them around the room. Tell them they’re going to go on a “candy hunt” to find ideas for helping us forgive others. Take turns
looking for them. As each is found, read the method, talk about times when that method might help them, and have them practice using it. Some possible scenarios that could be used for each
method are on the following page. Have them role-play using that method to respond to the scenarios. As they show appropriate forgiving responses, they can swap out one of their rocks/heavy
items for a piece of candy. Remind them that forgiving others make our own lives sweeter. (Tips are from The Friend )

Take a deep breath and let it out slowly. Then repeat.

Try to think about why the other person might have done
what he or she did.

Walk away and come back when you’re not so angry.

Tell the other person how you feel about what he or she did.
Speak calmly, without yelling.

Say, “I forgive you.”

Do something kind for the person you’re upset with.

Remember that there are times when you need to be
forgiven.

Pray for help to forgive when it’s hard.

Remember that sometimes the person you forgive might not
be sorry. But we can forgive anyway.

If you’re upset with something you did, forgive yourself and
try to do better next time.

Forgiveness Scenarios
These scenarios can be used to role-play using each of the “Forgiveness is Sweet” methods. Explain the scenario and
have the kids practice using that method to respond. As each appropriate response is given, they can swap out one of
their rocks/heavy items for a piece of candy. Remind them that forgiving others make ourselves happier.
1. Take a deep breath and let it out slowly. Then repeat.
a. You’ve just spent a few hours cleaning your room and your cousins messed it up again.
b. You were drawing a picture and your younger sibling came up and drew all over it.
2.

Try to think about why the other person might have done what he or she did.
a. Another student came and took your pencil when you weren’t looking.
b. A kid got really angry and used words that aren’t very nice.

3.

Walk away and come back when you’re not so angry.
a. You spent a lot of time building a huge tower and your sister knocked it over.
b. When you go outside you see that your friend is using your scooter and didn’t ask.

4.

Tell the other person how you feel about what he or she did. Speak calmly, without yelling.
a. Your sister took your favorite blanket off your bed and is using it.
b. Your cousin thought it would be silly to throw food at you doing a meal.

5.

Say, “I forgive you.”
a. Your friend broke the door on your playhouse. They feel bad and apologize.
b. Your dad sneezed on your food and said he was sorry.

6.

Do something kind for the person you’re upset with.
a. Your sister ripped a page in your book and looks sad. You ask your mom and dad for a treat you can share
with her.
b. Dad is making you clean your room before you can play with friends. He looks exhausted.

7.

Remember that there are times when you need to be forgiven.
a. You got mad at your mom for not buying you a treat at the store, and you hit her. Now you’re grounded and
feel bad.
b. It’s bedtime and your mom and dad have both asked you to put your pajamas on. You scream NO at them
and run out of the house and down the street to get away.

8.

Pray for help to forgive when it’s hard.
a. Another kid at school shoves you to the ground and calls you a name.
b. One of your friends calls you boring and doesn’t want to play with you anymore.

9.

Remember that sometimes the person you forgive might not be sorry. But we can forgive anyway.
a. A kid at school made fun of you. You told them that it made you feel bad, but they said they don’t care.
b. Your friend is hitting you. You tell them to stop and they just laugh because they think they’re being funny.
You walk away from them but are so mad still and really want to hit them back.

10. If you’re upset with something you did, forgive yourself and try to do better next time.
a. You were asked if you finished eating your fruit and you lied about it.
b. You took something that didn’t belong to you. You feel bad about it and return the item, but later on you still
feel bad inside.

Forgiveness is Sweet
Drawing/Cakewalk Game Version:
• Draw/Discuss: Cut these rectangles apart and set them down in a circle around the outer perimeter of the room.
Tell them they’re going to go on a “candy walk” to talk about tips for helping us forgive others. Choose one
rectangle to start with. Read the method, talk about times when that method might help them, and have them
draw a picture of that method on the blank space to help them remember it. Have them demonstrate what
using it might look like.
• Cakewalk: When you’re done talking about them all and drawing pictures, play a “cakewalk” game. Play a song
(such as “Help Me, Dear Father”) while the kids walk around the circle of papers. Make sure the kids have
rocks/heavy items on them while they’re walking. Stop the music randomly, and the kids will stop walking. Have
them look at which picture they’re closest to. Give them a situation of a time they might need to forgive
someone (some possible scenarios that could be used for each method are on page 7 of the lesson plan). Have
them role-play using their method to respond to the scenario. As they show appropriate forgiving responses,
they can swap out one of their rocks/heavy items for a piece of candy. Remind them that forgiving others make
our own lives sweeter. Repeat as many times as you want to!

Take a deep breath and let it out slowly. Then repeat.

Try to think about why the other person might have done what
he or she did.

Walk away and come back when you’re not so angry.

Tell the other person how you feel about what he or she did.
Speak calmly, without yelling.

Say, “I forgive you.”

Do something kind for the person you’re upset with.

Remember that there are times when you need to be forgiven.

Pray for help to forgive when it’s hard.

Remember that sometimes the person you forgive might not be
sorry. But we can forgive anyway.

If you’re upset with something you did, forgive yourself and
try to do better next time.

Forgiveness is Sweet

Forgiveness is Sweet

Candy Clipart From Designed by Danielle

Some missionaries at the Mormon Battalion Site are offering free virtual tours and are wanting
to get the word out about them. We did it, and even our young kids loved it! If you’d like to sign
up, here is the link: https://calendly.com/mormonbattalionhs

After we did this tour, we received an email with links to many other virtual tours that seem like
they would be great! Here are those additional links for anyone else who might be interested:
•

Live virtual tours of New York and Pennsylvania church history sites (Sacred Grove, Priesthood
Restoration site, Peter Whitmer farm, Book of Mormon publication site, etc.) Schedule Appointment
with New York & Pennsylvania Historic Sites (as.me)

•

Historic Nauvoo Virtual Tours: https://www.nauvoohistoricsites.org/live/

•

Joseph Smith Birthplace Virtual Tour: https://calendly.com/josephsmithbirthplace

•

Kirtland Area Historic Sites: https://go.oncehub.com/historickirtlandtours

•

Independence Virtual Tour
https://calendly.com/missouriareahistoricsites/independence?month=2021-03

•

Liberty Jail Virtual Tour: https://calendly.com/missouri/libertyjail?month=2021-03

•

Mormon Trail Center at Winter Quarters: https://calendly.com/trailcenterschedule

•

St. George Area Historic Sites: https://calendly.com/sghstabernacle/virtual-tour?month=2021-03

•

Mormon Battalion Site: https://calendly.com/mormonbattalionhs

